Nick Peterson       01:33 PM
Are the labor and small business organizations claiming concerns about "jobs" really just fronts controlled by the fossil fuel industry either directly by industry insiders or indirectly through funding?

Anonymous Attendee       01:37 PM
How do you all envision jobs be converted in a phase out, without massive job loss. Since Culver City is on this process, how are they doing it to ensure equity, transition and feasibility in accomplishing this?

Anonymous Attendee       01:39 PM
I'd love to hear more about your just transition efforts in general. One specific question I have is in regards to decommissioning oil fields. After the oil fields have been safely remediated, what kinds of efforts are being planned to create different and quality jobs for these workers?

Anonymous Attendee       01:41 PM
What has this process looked like from a cost standpoint. How much has Culver City spent, in terms of phasing out, planning, legal, etc. towards this progress?

Kelly Achee       01:41 PM
What do you see as the next steps? What needs to take place for the pumps to be completely shut down?

Suzanne DeBenedittis       01:42 PM
Thanks for all the great work each of you on this Panel is doing! Thanks to for getting the County to agree to a Taskforce to deal w closing idle wells. Are/will any of you on the TaskForce? Especially in respect to “funding strategies”?

Jen Simmons       01:42 PM
How do you convince oil and gas workers to transition to renewable energy? What is the vision of the park that will replace the oil field?
Gari Ann Schmidt       01:42 PM
What about the water southern CA takes from the rest of the state? What is the Sierra Club's involvement in water conservation?

Anonymous Attendee       01:43 PM
Has there been a study or plan for energy storage/carbon sequestration for the future of the oil field?

Suzanne DeBenedittis       01:50 PM
How can the Public get involved to be on or influence the Idle Wells Task Force? Re funding strategies, what about urging FAIRNESS as the guiding principle? EG,
1. Require operators/owners to dedicate 1/4 -1/5 of their monthly gross to an escrow acct to properly abandon wells — beginning w idle wells & others within 2500' of people places?
2. Can the County claim eminent domain re cleanup costs if owners say they can’t fund the clean up of their messes? Or do a receivership to deal with costs?

It’s our taxes - we need that money to deal w the outfall of climate induced covid pandemic. How do we help you Leaders to make Justice prevail!

Yodit semu       01:52 PM
Other than the Steel Workers, what other unions are in the collaboration? Which Community-based organizations and workforce development programs are involved?

Gari Ann Schmidt       01:54 PM
And I preface that with congratulations and kudos on your work against the oil drilling. Thank you for that!!

Judith Borcz       01:57 PM
Monterey, CA passed measure Z to try to restrict new wells. This case is still being pursued in court. Are you aware of the status of that
case?

Anonymous Attendee       01:57 PM
What's the range of time it takes for complete oil well remediation typically? In Culver City, is complete remediation possible with the rest of the oil field unaccounted for?

JANET DIETZKAMEI       01:58 PM
This is an inspirational presentation. Kern County has oil and gas issues. Appreciate the recording soon to be available for revisiting this discussion.

Matt Krogh       02:02 PM
Great work, folks! I’m curious if there’s any plan to address refinery production as a an issue paired to reduced extraction in California. That is, making sure that California refineries don’t turn into the gas station of the Pacific, even while Californians are getting off of oil

Ned Orrett       02:02 PM
There is interest in Sonoma County to limit development at the other end of the pipe - gas stations. What avoided social and economic costs at production end might support such action?

Anonymous Attendee       02:05 PM
How can AQMDs help drive oil drilling phaseout?

Mike Moore       02:07 PM
Who is going to pay for the remediation of the Culver City oilfields? Is there an agreement?

mihran Kalaydjian       02:15 PM
I’ve read that natural gas can contain other gases that might be harmful, like butane, ethane, or propane. What about those?

Leslie Purcell       02:22 PM
Ventura county also working on scaling back oil production